Adult

The Night Circus

Empire of Sand

by Erin Morgenstern

by Tasha Suri

F Morgenstern
Raging a fierce competition for
which they have trained since
childhood, circus magicians Celia
and Marco unexpectedly fall in love
with each other and share a
fantastical romance that manifests
in fateful ways.

F Suri
SciFi/Fantasy. The illegitimate
daughter of an imperial governor
and exiled Amrithi and a race of
outcast nomads descended from
desert spirits, must fight against the
Emperor and his terrifying mystics to
resist their cruel plans.

Circe: A Novel

The Fall of Gondolin

by Madeline Miller

by J.R.R. Tolkien

F Miller
The follow-up to The Song
of Achilles follows the banished
witch daughter of Titans as she
hones her powers and interacts with
mythological beings before conflict
with a vengeful Olympian forces her
to choose between the worlds of the
gods and mortals.

F Tolkien
SciFi/Fantasy. Two of the greatest
powers in the world—Morgoth, of the
utmost evil, and Ulmo, the Lord of
Waters—battle over the city of
Gondolin, a beautiful but
undiscovered realm peopled by
Noldorian Elves.

Uprooted
by Naomi Novik

Artemis
by Andy Weir

F Novik
SciFi/Fantasy. Agnieszka becomes
the latest girl chosen to serve an
immortal wizard who protects their
village from the malevolent forces of
a nearby forest.

F Weir
SciFi/Fantasy. Augmenting his
limited income by smuggling
contraband to survive on the Moon's
wealthy city of Artemis, Jazz agrees
to commit what seems to be a
perfect, lucrative crime.

A Darker Shade of Magic

Empire of Grass

by Victoria Schwab

by Tad Williams

F Schwab
SciFi/Fantasy. Serving as an
ambassador of his own world while
carrying messages to paralleluniverse Londons, Kell hides his
secret smuggling activities only to be
set up with a forbidden object from a
dark dimension.

F Williams
SciFi/Fantasy. Facing danger from
all sides, royals Simon and
Miriamele must solve the mystery of
the Witchwood Crown to guarantee
their survival as war, bloodshed and
dark magics threaten to pull
civilizations to pieces.
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The Winter of the Witch

Drums of Autumn

An Easy death

by Katherine Arden

by Diana Gabaldon

by Charlaine Harris

F Arden
SciFi/Fantasy. A conclusion to the
trilogy that began with The Bear and
the Nightingale finds the heroine,
Vasya, and the winter king, Morozko,
battling mortal and magical
enemies to save both the seen and
unseen Russias.

F Gabaldon
Scottish soldier Jamie Fraser and his
wife, Claire Randall–a 20th century
doctor who traveled two centuries
back in time–find themselves in
South Carolina on the eve of the
American Revolution, where they
must fight to save a young girl.

F Harris
SciFi/Fantasy. Guiding two wizards
through the magic-wary country of
Texoma, a gunslinger navigating the
Great Depression in the wake of
FDR's assassination searches for a
low-level magician who may be able
to save the tsar.

Storm Cursed

Good Omens

Black Leopard, Red Wolf

by Patricia Briggs

by Neil Gaiman

by Marlon James

F Briggs
SciFi/Fantasy. Patronized by
supernatural beings, garage owner
Mercy investigates the activities of a
witch newcomer while Adam
provides security during a topsecret meeting between the
government and fae.

F Gaiman
SciFi/Fantasy. The world is going to
end, but there are a few
problems–the Antichrist has been
misplaced, the Four Horseman of
the Apocalypse ride motorcycles
and the representatives from heaven
and hell decide they like humans.

F James
SciFi/Fantasy. Hired to find a
mysterious boy who disappeared
three years before, Tracker joins a
search party that is quickly targeted
by deadly creatures. This is the first
novel of a trilogy.

The Kingdom of Copper

A Discovery of Witches

by S.A. Chakraborty

by Deborah E. Harkness

F Chakraborty
SciFi/Fantasy. A follow-up to The
City of Brass, finds a trapped Nahri
reluctantly embracing her power to
safeguard her tribe, while an exiled
Ali accepts help from water spirits
who unearth a family secret.

F Harkness
Diana Bishop, a descendant of
witches, finds a manuscript in
Oxford's library and inadvertently
unleashes a fantastical underworld
of daemons, witches and vampires
whose activities center around an
enchanted treasure.

Jonathan Strange & Mr
Norrell
by Susanna Clarke
F Clarke
SciFi/Fantasy. All is going well for
reclusive Mr. Norrell, who has
regained some of the power of
England's magicians, until a rival
magician, Jonathan Strange,
appears and becomes a pupil.

What the Wind Knows
by Amy Harmon
F Harmon
Anne is suddenly pulled into 1921
where she meets Thomas, a doctor
who joins the struggle for Ireland's
independence—a situation that
forces Anne to choose between the
life she knew and the love she never
thought she'd have.

Red Sister
by Mark Lawrence
F Lawrence
SciFi/Fantasy. Entering a convent
where girls are selected to train in
either religion, combat or magic,
Nona finds herself at the center of an
epic battle for empire on the outer
reaches of a dying universe.

The Ruin of Kings
by Jenn Lyons
F Lyons
SciFi/Fantasy. Raised on storybook
tales of royal adventure, Kihrin
discovers his identity as the
illegitimate son of a treasonous
prince and is rendered a pawn in the
royal family's power schemes before
embracing his anti-hero destiny.

